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Academic Grading System
Th e goals of a comprehensive high school education are 
accomplished by the pursuit of knowledge, skills, con-
cepts and understanding. Diligent study and eff ort result 
in learning, achievement and rewards not measured by 
grades, GPA, and/or credits; however, grades and credit 
are universally accepted elements used to report on aca-
demic performance. A student’s academic achievement 
in a course will be represented by a letter grade based on 
the attainment of objectives, standards and outcomes of 
the course.

Grading Vision: 
The grading system at Lyons Township High 
School is consistent throughout the school, eq-
uitable and fair to all students, and refl ective of 
student performance.

Purpose Statement
A grade communicates a student’s level of achievement 
toward identifi ed learning objectives at a point in time.

The LTHS Grading System:
• must refl ect growth and learning.
 By allowing students to retake tests and projects  
 (with the ability to replace previous scores), teach- 
 ers  can reward learning, support a growth mindset,  
 measure learning that occurs when a student is  
 ready, and level the playing fi eld for students who  
 enter classrooms with weaker academic back  
 grounds.
• must value knowledge and understanding.
 Instead of grading subjectively interpreted behav- 
 iors such as a student’s “eff ort” or “participation,”  
 teachers should determine grades based on required  
 skills, content or standards. Grades should not be  
 used to reward compliance or homework comple- 
 tion, both of which invite implicit and institutional  
 biases.
• must provide a road map for success.
 Standards-aligned rubrics, simplifi ed grade cal- 
 culations, outcomes-aligned curriculum maps and  
 standards-based scales and gradebooks make teacher  
 expectations explicit and facilitate student under 
 standing, ownership, and power over their grades.
• must not include behavior or soft skills.
 Teachers can give students feedback on their behav- 
 ior and teach soft  skills; however, that feedback  
 should not be included in a grade unless the course  
 has specifi c outcomes focused on a specifi c behavior  
 or soft  skill.
• must not measure eff ort, punctuality or attendance.
 If a student demonstrates understanding, the grade  
 should not also measure the degree to which they  
 tried, whether or not they came late to class, or if  
 they missed multiple classes prior to demonstrat- 

 ing learning. Feedback and consequences for behav- 
 iors should and must still occur; however, they  
 should not be included in a measure of student  
 achievement. 
• must not reward or punish for participation.
 Grades need to measure the skills and outcomes  
 of the course. In courses requiring participation,  
 feedback must still be given so that the fi nal summa- 
 tive grade can indicate mastery of outcomes, not  
 compliance or participation.
• must not measure personal organization or 
 executive functioning.
 Feedback for organization and executive function- 
 ing is an important part of helping students to  
 develop habits that lead to improved mastery of out- 
 comes. Teachers should defi nitely give this feed- 
 back to a student, but organization and executive  
 functioning do not measure the attainment of learn- 
 ing outcomes. 
• must not “give” points for extra credit or 
 compliance.
 Teachers should reward students for demonstrat- 
 ing new mastery of skills and outcomes. Extra Credit  
 implies that points are not tied to learning and that  
 they can be “given” based on work not oft en tied to  
 the outcomes of the course.   

Assessment
• Th e primary purpose of formative assessment is to  
 improve learning by providing feedback to students. 
• Th e primary purpose of summative assessment is  
 to determine the amount of learning at a particular  
 point in time. 
• A system of formative and summative assessments  
 provides the most accurate profi le of a student’s  
 abilities. A variety of assessment tools must be used  
 to ensure this.
Grading Practices will continue to evolve to provide 
additional information for students and parents in the 
years to come, with plans to provide process marks on a 
new report card. Process marks will communicate im-
portant information to families about a student’s dem-
onstrated learning behaviors (organization, readiness 
to learn, collaborating with others, etc.), but will not 
be displayed on a student’s offi  cial transcript.  Process 
marks will also not impact a student’s GPA.  


